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Who are we?

SOLACE is a program of the State 

Bar of Georgia designed to assist 

those in the legal community who 

have experienced some significant, 

potentially life-changing event in their 

lives. SOLACE is voluntary, simple and 

straightforward. SOLACE does not 

solicit monetary contributions but 

accepts assistance or donations in kind.

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.

HOW 
CAN WE 
HELP YOU?

How does SOLACE work?

If you or someone in the legal 

community is in need of help, simply 

email SOLACE@gabar.org. Those emails 

are then reviewed by the SOLACE 

Committee. If the need fits within the 

parameters of the program, an email 

with the pertinent information is sent 

to members of the State Bar. 

What needs are addressed?

Needs addressed by the SOLACE 

program can range from unique medical 

conditions requiring specialized referrals 

to a fire loss requiring help with clothing, 

food or housing. Some other examples 

of assistance include gift cards, food, 

meals, a rare blood type donation, 

assistance with transportation in a 

medical crisis or building a wheelchair 

ramp at a residence.



A solo practitioner’s 

quadriplegic wife needed 

rehabilitation, and members 

of the Bar helped navigate 

discussions with their 

insurance company to obtain 

the rehabilitation she required.

A Louisiana lawyer was in need 

of a CPAP machine, but didn’t 

have insurance or the means 

to purchase one. Multiple 

members offered to help.

A Bar member was dealing 

with a serious illness and in 

the midst of brain surgery, 

her mortgage company 

scheduled a foreclosure on 

her home. Several members 

of the Bar were able to 

negotiate with the mortgage 

company and avoided the 

pending foreclosure.

Working with the South 

Carolina Bar, a former 

paralegal’s son was flown 

from Cyprus to Atlanta 

(and then to South Carolina) 

for cancer treatment. 

Members of the Georgia and 

South Carolina bars worked 

together to get Gabriel and 

his family home from their 

long-term mission work. 

TESTIMONIALS
In each of the Georgia SOLACE requests made to date, Bar members have graciously 

stepped up and used their resources to help find solutions for those in need.

The purpose of the SOLACE program is to allow the legal community to 
provide help in meaningful and compassionate ways to judges, lawyers, 

court personnel, paralegals, legal secretaries and their families who 
experience loss of life or other catastrophic illness, sickness or injury. 

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.
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FOREWORD

Dear ICLE Seminar Attendee,

Thank you for attending this seminar. We are grateful to the Chairperson(s) for organizing this 
program. Also, we would like to thank the volunteer speakers. Without the untiring dedication 
and efforts of the Chairperson(s) and speakers, this seminar would not have been possible. Their 
names are listed on the AGENDA page(s) of this book, and their contributions to the success  
of this seminar are immeasurable.

We would be remiss if we did not extend a special thanks to each of you who are attending this 
seminar and for whom the program was planned. All of us at ICLE hope your attendance will  
be beneficial, as well as enjoyable. We think that these program materials will provide a great 
initial resource and reference for you.

If you discover any substantial errors within this volume, please do not hesitate to inform us. 
Should you have a different legal interpretation/opinion from the speaker’s, the appropriate 
way to address this is by contacting him/her directly.

Your comments and suggestions are always welcome.

Sincerely,  
Your ICLE Staff

Jeffrey R. Davis 
Executive Director, State Bar of Georgia

Tangela S. King 
Director, ICLE

Rebecca A. Hall 
Associate Director, ICLE
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I. Introduction

If the purpose of punitive damages is to punish and deter, we as trial lawyers have 
our work cut out for us in Georgia. There is a lot of punishing and deterring to do. 
According to the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety i, in 2013 and 2014, 
Georgia ranked fourth in the number of fatalities involving large trucks - even 
though it was 8th in population. To put this in perspective, in 2013 California, with 
more than 38,000,000 people, had only 243 truck related fatalities.  Georgia, with 
only about 9,900,000 people, had 163. In that year, Georgia had 14.21 fatal 
crashes involving large trucks per million people. In comparison the rate in 
Illinois was 9.55, in Michigan, 7.48 and in New Jersey, only 6.40. in 2015 and 
2016, the fatality rate per 100 million total vehicle miles traveled is .16 in Georgia.  
This makes Georgia tied for 15th place in fatalities per mile driven in 2015 and 
13th in 2016 according to this most recent dataii. There were 387 deaths during 
that two year period. There is simply no doubt about it – in Georgia, trucks are 
more dangerous than just about anywhere else in the United States. Perhaps the 
aggressive use of claims for punitive damages will wake dangerous trucking 
companies up from their slumber and deter bad conduct. 

The statistics show that there are a lot of truck wrecks in Georgia.  Whether there 
is a truck involved or not, recoverable damages include compensatory (general 
and specialiii) and punitive (to punish and deteriv) damages.   This paper focuses 
on recovery of punitive damages in wrecks involving large trucks. Punitive 
damages are a statutory creation and therefore we must first make sure we 
understand Georgia’s punitive damages statute before we can focus on how to use 
that statute to increase the value of our client’s recoveries, while simultaneously 
making our highways and byways safer. v 

II. O.C.G.A. 51-12-5.1 is the statutory basis for punitive damages.

O.C.G.A. 51-12-5.1 is the statute that governs the recovery of punitive damages
in Georgia. Familiarity with the punitive damages statute is essential. It provides
that:
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(a) As used in this Code section, the term “punitive damages” is 
synonymous with the terms “vindictive damages,” “exemplary 
damages,” and other descriptions of additional damages awarded 
because of aggravating circumstances in order to penalize, punish, 
or deter a defendant. 
 
(b) Punitive damages may be awarded only in such tort actions in 
which it is proven by clear and convincing evidence that the 
defendant's actions showed willful misconduct, malice, fraud, 
wantonness, oppression, or that entire want of care which would 
raise the presumption of conscious indifference to consequences. 
 
(c) Punitive damages shall be awarded not as compensation to a 
plaintiff but solely to punish, penalize, or deter a defendant. 
 
(d)(1) An award of punitive damages must be specifically prayed 
for in a complaint. In any case in which punitive damages are 
claimed, the trier of fact shall first resolve from the evidence 
produced at trial whether an award of punitive damages shall be 
made. This finding shall be made specially through an appropriate 
form of verdict, along with the other required findings. 
 
(2) If it is found that punitive damages are to be awarded, the trial 
shall immediately be recommenced in order to receive such 
evidence as is relevant to a decision regarding what amount of 
damages will be sufficient to deter, penalize, or punish the 
defendant in light of the circumstances of the case. It shall then be 
the duty of the trier of fact to set the amount to be awarded 
according to subsection (e), (f), or (g) of this Code section, as 
applicable.  
 
(e)(1) In a tort case in which the cause of action arises from 
product liability, there shall be no limitation regarding the amount 
which may be awarded as punitive damages. Only one award of 
punitive damages may be recovered in a court in this state from a 
defendant for any act or omission if the cause of action arises from 
product liability, regardless of the number of causes of action 
which may arise from such act or omission. 
 
(2) Seventy-five percent of any amounts awarded under this 
subsection as punitive damages, less a proportionate part of the 
costs of litigation, including reasonable attorney's fees, all as 
determined by the trial judge, shall be paid into the treasury of the 
state through the Office of Treasury and Fiscal Services. Upon 
issuance of judgment in such a case, the state shall have all rights 
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due a judgment creditor until such judgment is satisfied and shall 
stand on equal footing with the plaintiff of the original case in 
securing a recovery after payment to the plaintiff of damages 
awarded other than as punitive damages. A judgment debtor may 
remit the state's proportional share of punitive damages to the clerk 
of the court in which the judgment was rendered. It shall be the 
duty of the clerk to pay over such amounts to the Office of 
Treasury and Fiscal Services within 60 days of receipt from the 
judgment debtor. This paragraph shall not be construed as making 
the state a party at interest and the sole right of the state is to the 
proceeds as provided in this paragraph.  
 
(f) In a tort case in which the cause of action does not arise from 
product liability, if it is found that the defendant acted, or failed to 
act, with the specific intent to cause harm, or that the defendant 
acted or failed to act while under the influence of alcohol, drugs 
other than lawfully prescribed drugs administered in accordance 
with prescription, or any intentionally consumed glue, aerosol, or 
other toxic vapor to that degree that his or her judgment is 
substantially impaired, there shall be no limitation regarding the 
amount which may be awarded as punitive damages against an 
active tort-feasor but such damages shall not be the liability of any 
defendant other than an active tort-feasor. 
 
(g) For any tort action not provided for by subsection (e) or (f) of 
this Code section in which the trier of fact has determined that 
punitive damages are to be awarded, the amount which may be 
awarded in the case shall be limited to a maximum of $250,000.00. 
 
(h) This Code section shall apply only to causes of action arising 
on or after April 14, 1997. 

 
O.C.G.A. § 51-12-5.1 was enacted in 1987 and consolidated previously used 
terms including “exemplary damages” and “vindictive damages” into the single 
term “punitive damages.” Most importantly, this change in the law made it clear 
that punitive damages are not intended to compensate the plaintiff for the 
damages he suffered as a proximate cause of the defendant’s conduct. The 
purpose is to punish and deter the defendant. That is why Georgia’s statute can be 
so useful in cases involving big trucks.   
 
Without going too deep into the psychology of how or why juries render verdicts, 
it is important to know that their perception of the extent to which the defendant 
has placed the broader community at risk is crucial.  In other words, when jurors 
feel that they are personally at risk by the defendant’s conduct the chance of a 
substantial verdict goes up dramatically vi . Because every juror drives on the 
highway, and every juror shares those highways with big trucks, the chances of 
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recovering punitive damages are increased when jurors understand the case as 
being necessary to deter dangerous conduct.  This deterrence feature of the statute 
protects the jurors and their families.   
 
III. Punitive damages must be pleaded for in the complaint.  

 

There are some procedural issues that are important. First, as noted in the statute, 
to recover punitive damages the plaintiff must include a specific prayer for 
punitive damages in the complaint. This is not required by the Civil Practice Act’s 
more general notice pleading dictates so it is often overlooked (compare O.C.G.A. 
§9-11-10).  
 
In addition to including a prayer for punitive damages, a plaintiff wishing to 
recover more than the $250,000 capvii, should ensure that the prayer for punitive 
damages in the complaint asserts that there was a “specific intent to cause 
harm.”viii  Additionally, there must be some actual damages suffered, because 
under O.C.G.A. § 51-12-5.1 if the entire injury is to the peace and happiness of 
the plaintiff, there can be no punitive damages imposed. Although not actually 
“procedural,” if the victim died as a result of the truck wreck, there must be pre-
death pain and suffering onto which the punitive damage award can attach. This is 
because Georgia’s wrongful death statute is considered punitive in nature too.ix 
Lastly, as noted, the plaintiff must prove his claim for punitive damages by clear 
and convincing evidence instead of the usual preponderance of the evidence.x 
 
A relatively recent Georgia Supreme Court decision in a medical malpractice case 
is worth discussing at this juncture. The case is Johnson v. Omondi 294 Ga. 74 
(2013)xi and it arose from alleged medical malpractice in an emergency room. 
This is because it stands for the proposition that regardless of the burden, it is for 
the jury to decide if there is a breach, not judges. While not yet used to defeat a 
motion for partial summary judgment on punitive damages, the case should be 
considered for this purpose.   
 
In medical malpractice cases in which the malpractice was committed in an 
emergency room, the applicable statute employs a the term “clear and convincing”  
as the standard of proof - the same standard applicable to the recovery of punitive 
damages. It relates to the level of proof the plaintiff must bring to recover against 
the allegedly negligent emergency room physician. The Johnson case is important 
in our discussion of punitive damages because it should allow more of these cases 
to proceed to trial as opposed to being decided by motion for summary judgment. 
The argument goes like this: Under Georgia law, a heightened evidentiary burden, 
such as the “clear and convincing” burden, does not mean that the party bearing 
the burden must convince the trial or appellate court of his claim’s merits. Instead, 
the focus is on whether there is evidence that would support a reasonable jury’s 
decision. The fact that the plaintiff bears a high burden, or that a plaintiff may be 
unlikely to succeed with a jury, is not grounds for taking away the right of a jury 
to consider the issue.  
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The appropriateness of letting jurors decide cases, even when a heightened burden 
is in play, was discussed by Justice Blackwell of the Georgia Supreme Court in a 
concurrence, joined by Justice Nahmias, to the court’s unanimous decision in 
Johnson v. Omondixii.  
  
Justice Blackwell explained that even where a heightened burden is at play, the 
familiar rules of summary judgment still apply. Id.  
 

Thus, if a defendant in a [medical malpractice case where the 
plaintiff needs to show “gross negligence” to a “clear and 
convincing” burden] moves for summary judgment and points to 
the favorable testimony of a dozen winners of the Nobel Prize for 
Medicine (all of whom say that he did not deviate at all from the 
accepted standard of medical care), but the plaintiff responds with 
the admissible testimony of a barely qualified medical expert (who 
shows that the defendant substantially and grossly deviated from 
the accepted standard of medical care), the trial court must assume 
— as unlikely as it may be — that the jury will believe the 
plaintiff's expert and disbelieve the expert array offered by the 
defendant. For purposes of the motion for summary judgment, the 
trial court would consider the testimony of the plaintiff's expert, 
but not the conflicting testimony of the Nobel Prize winners. 
. . .  
That OCGA § 51-1-29.5  may not produce many more summary 
judgments, however, does not mean that it is insignificant. The 
statute essentially tells a jury to put one thumb on the scale for the 
defendant as to “gross negligence,” and to put the other thumb as 
well on the scale for the defendant as to “clear and convincing” 
proof. Unlike at summary judgment, these thumbs on the scale 
may produce far more defense verdicts at trial than in ordinary 
malpractice cases. In criminal cases, after all, the prosecution must 
prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt, a burden even heavier than 
the burden to prove fault by clear and convincing evidence. Yet, 
we do not see criminal cases routinely decided by directed verdicts 
of acquittal. Most criminal cases go to the jury, but juries — when 
charged with their obligation to acquit unless the evidence proves 
the guilt of the defendant beyond a reasonable doubt — render 
defense verdicts in no small number of cases. No one should be 
surprised if medical malpractice cases under OCGA § 51-1-29.5 
turn out in much the same way.xiii 

 
Since the Georgia Supreme Court’s opinion in Johnson v. Omondi, there appears 
to be only one case in which punitive damages and the burden of proof has been 
explicitly considered consistent with this argument.  That opinion, Kabrich v. 

Simon Prop. Group, L.Pxiv, is a trial court opinion but it is consistent with this 
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argument.  Furthermore, the Johnson logic has been applied in an injunction case 
that also requires clear and convincing evidence. See, Danforth v. Apple Inc., 294 
Ga. 890 (2014). Additionally, in the last year our Court of Appeals, evidencing a 
decided leaning towards allowing juries to consider factual issues, has reversed 
summary judgments involving punitive damages on several occasions.  Whether 
punitive damages are appropriate is a fact issue for jury determination. E.g., 

Caldwell v. Church, 342 Ga. App. 852, 802 SE2d 835 (2017); McDonald v. Silver 

Homes, LLC, 343 Ga. App. 194, 806 SE 2d 651 (2017); Weinstein v. Holmes, 344 
Ga. App. 391, 819 SE2d 320 (2018). 
 
IV. More than mere negligence is required for punitive damages.  

 
The mere fact that a big truck caused a wreck is not enough for the imposition of 
punitive damages. Punitive damages cannot be recovered because the truck driver 
or trucking company was merely negligent. xv  Even gross negligence is not 
enoughxvi. However, if the act that caused the wreck is so blatant that it shows a 
wanton disregard for the rights of others, the requisite level of intent can be 
inferred. This can arise from the actions of a defendant whose carelessness while 
driving shows an indifference to the consequences. xvii  Of course, if the truck 
driver is suffering from a mental illness he might not be liable for punitive 
damagesxviii.  
 
The Court of Appeals describes the circumstances justifying the imposition of 
punitive damages as follows: 
 

In vehicle collision cases, punitive damages are not available if a 
driver merely violated a rule of the road; rather, an award of 
punitive damages requires “that the collision result from a pattern 
or policy of dangerous driving, such as driving while intoxicated or 
speeding excessively.”  We have held that punitive damages are 
not available against a person who causes a collision while driving 
without a valid license or driving at a time of day when he is 
restricted from doing so. This is because the violation at issue was 
not the proximate cause of the collision.  Similarly, Anderson's 
actions after the collision occurred were not the proximate cause of 
the collision.xix 
 

In other words, there has to be more than just bad driving.  The driver’s conduct 
must be really offensive or part of a policy and pattern of dangerous driving.  It 
helps if the conduct is part of a pattern and practice of wrongful activity because 
 

 “in automobile collision cases, punitive damages are not 
recoverable where the driver at fault simply violated a rule of the 
road.” (Citations and punctuation omitted.) Brooks v. Gray, 262 
Ga.App. 232, 233(1), 585 S.E.2d 188 (2003). Rather, to support an 
award of punitive damages in such cases, Georgia courts have 
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“required that the collision result from a pattern or policy of 
dangerous driving, such as driving while intoxicated or speeding 
excessively.” (Citations and punctuation omitted.) Id. 
 

In Brooks v. Gray, this Court affirmed the grant of summary 
judgment on a claim of punitive damages arising out of a collision 
involving a teenage driver, who was driving at a time not allowed 
by his restricted license. Id. at 234(2), 585 S.E.2d 188. The driver's 
Class D license prohibited him from driving between the hours of 
1:00 a.m. and 5:00 a.m., during which time the collision occurred. 
The plaintiffs argued that this conduct justified an award of 
punitive damages. Id. But this Court rejected that argument noting 
that “[e]ven if operating a vehicle without a proper license affords 
a basis for actionable negligence,**625 it does not warrant 
consideration of punitive damages” under the circumstances of the 
case. Id. at 233(1), 585 S.E.2d 188. In reaching this conclusion, the 
Court noted that the teenager's driving during the restricted period 
was not the proximate cause of the accident and further that “his 
action did not constitute a pattern or policy of dangerous driving.” 
(Citation and punctuation omitted.) Id.xx 

 
In a recent case in the USDC, SD GA, Judge Royal granted summary judgment to 
the defendant trucking company because driving on the interstate with a flat tire, 
below the posted speed limit, into the path of plaintiff’s truck without no lights or 
flashers is not punitive in nature – at most it is just gross negligence.  This is 
because there was no “pattern or policy of dangerous driving, such as driving 
while intoxicated or speeding excessively.” Vannes v. Smith, 2016 U.S. Dist. 
LEXIS 41508, *30-31, *35-36 (M.D. Ga. 2016). 
 
While in most tort cases, for conduct to be relevant, it must be a proximate cause 
of the event that is the basis of the law suit, that is not always the case with claims 
for punitive damages.  In fact, punitive damages can be imposed not only for 
causing the wreck, but also for what occurs afterwards.  For example, in Langlois 

v. Wolford,xxi the Court allowed conduct of a defendant who left the scene of a 
collision, without speaking to the other party, to be the basis of a punitive 
damages claim because it “demonstrated a conscious indifference to the 
consequences and an entire want of care as to the victim's well-being”. In contrast, 
if the driver does not flee the scene but instead sticks around and acts badly, 
punitive damages cannot be imposedxxii.   
 
V. Juries decide punitive damage claims.  

 

While the case law is certainly instructive, it is the jury that will ultimately decide 
if punitive damages will be imposed or not.  That is why, as one last topic before 
the focus shifts completely to punitive damages in truck cases, it is important to 
consider the likely jury instructions. So, here are some of the critical jury 
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instructions on what constitutes a punitive damages case, right from the pages of 
the Council of Superior Court Judge’s Pattern Jury Instructions book (the 
numerous instructions relating to the amount and method of determining that 
amount are left to other papers). Refer to these instructions in planning the 
discovery efforts that are necessary in your case. 
 

66.700 Punitive Liability 
 

In tort actions, there may be aggravating circumstances that may 
warrant the awarding or imposing of additional damages called 
punitive damages. Before you may award (impose) punitive 
damages, the plaintiff must prove that the defendant’s actions 
showed willful misconduct, malice, fraud, wantonness, oppression, 
or that entire want of care that would raise the presumption of 
conscious indifference to consequences. The plaintiff must prove 
that the defendant is liable for punitive damages by a higher 
standard than that for proof of other damages; that is, by clear an 
convincing evidence. 
 
66.702 Punitive Liability, continued 
 
If the plaintiff fails to prove, by clear and convincing evidence, 
that the defendant was guilty of willful misconduct, malice, fraud, 
wantonness, oppression, or entire want of care that would raise the 
presumption of conscious indifference to consequences, then you 
would not be authorized to award (impose) punitive damages. 
Mere negligence, although amounting to gross negligence, will not 
alone authorize an award (imposition) of punitive damages. 
Punitive damages, when authorized, are awarded (imposed) not as 
compensation to a plaintiff but solely to punish, penalize, or deter a 
defendant. In your verdict, you should specify whether you do or 
do not decide (that the plaintiff should receive) (to impose) 
punitive damages. 
 
66.711 Intent to Harm; Acting with 

 

If you decide (You have decided) to award (impose) punitive 
damages,(;) you should further specify whether you find that the 
defendant acted with specific intent to cause harm. A party 
possesses specific intent to cause harm when that party desires to 
cause the consequences of its act or believes that the consequences 
are substantially certain to result from it. Intent is always a 
question for the jury. It may be shown by direct or circumstantial 
evidence. 
 
66.712 Intent to Harm; Amplified 
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Intent is ordinarily ascertained from acts and conduct. You may 
not presume the defendant acted with specific intent to harm, but 
intent may be shown in many ways, provided you, the jury, find 
that it existed from the evidence produced. The jury may find such 
intent, or the absence of it, upon consideration of the words, 
conduct, demeanor, motive, and all the other circumstances 
connected with the alleged act. 
 
66.720 Influence of Alcohol; Drugs; Acting under 
 

If you decide (You have decided) to award (impose) punitive 
damages,(;) you should further specify whether you find that the 
defendant acted while under the influence of (alcohol) (drugs) 
(intentionally consumed glue, aerosol, or other toxic vapor) to that 
degree that his or her judgment is substantially impaired. 
 
66.721 Prescription Drugs; Exception 

 

(If you find that the defendant acted under the influence of drugs, 
you should further specify whether such drugs were or were not 
lawfully prescribed drugs administered in accordance with 
prescription.) 
 
02.040 Clear and Convincing Evidence 
 

As to the issue of ____________, the (plaintiff) (defendant) must 
prove to a reasonable certainty by clear, convincing, and decisive 
evidence that the (plaintiff) (defendant) is entitled to relief. This is 
a different and higher burden of proof than a mere preponderance 
of the evidence. 
 
Clear and convincing evidence is defined as evidence that will 
cause the jury to firmly believe each essential element of the claim 
to a high degree of probability. Proof by clear and convincing 
evidence requires a level of proof greater than a preponderance of 
the evidence (but less than beyond a reasonable doubt).  

 
VI. Trucking specific issues that could trigger punitive damages.  

 
Obtaining punitive damages in a truck wreck case requires not only the basic 
knowledge described above, but also a thorough understanding of the special 
statutes, regulations, and professional requirements applicable to interstate 
trucking. When scouring the facts for the kind of reprehensible conduct that will 
support a punitive damages verdict, it makes sense to break the process down into 
subparts. A careful analysis for punitive damages will follow the same road map 
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that is used to determine liability. There are three main stops on the map, and each 
needs to be carefully visited.  In order of likely helpful information, these places 
or interest are first the driver, second the truck, and third the employer. 
 

A. The Driver 
 

The driver and his conduct are usually the most obvious causes of the wreck in 
question. Intoxication, speeding, uninspected equipment, and sleep deprivation 
are common driver errors. Also, consider whether the driver was physically fit to 
drive. Was the driver suffering from diabetes, sleep apnea or vision problems?  
 
There are several regulations governing drivers and each must be carefully 
analyzed. Just a few will be touched on here. 
 
Obviously, the driver’s qualifications and physical condition must be determined 
to see if they meet the minimum standards. The qualifications for driving a truck 
include having a CDL (and meeting the medical requirements for that license) 
being 21, able to read, having the ability to drive safely, etc.xxiii The physical 
requirements are minimal – in fact only one foot and hand are necessary. xxiv  
However the medical requirements are worth looking at more closely and can 
more easily be hidden from discovery. Unsafe medical conditions include insulin 
controlled diabetes, heart problems, high blood pressure, epilepsy, or even certain 
psychiatric conditions.xxv 
 
Although the failure to have a driver’s license is not necessarily the basis for the 
impositions of punitive damages in a regular car wreck, it might well be for 
someone driving an 80,000 pound tractor trailer. 
 
When a truck driver is drunk at the time he causes a collision, punitive damages 
are appropriate. xxvi  Drug use is also illegal and a driver cannot be on non-
prescribed amphetamines, narcotics, or habit forming drugs.xxvii  Just because a 
drug is prescribed does not mean it is ok however. The prescribing physician must 
be aware of the driver’s duties and have approved the drug with that 
knowledgexxviii. Additionally, drugs properly prescribed may be used improperly.   
 
Sleep deprivation must also be considered. In many ways sleep deprivation is 
similar to intoxication. xxix  Sleepiness is a very big problem in the trucking 
business. According to the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration more 
than 750 people die and 20,000 more are injured each year because of sleepy 
commercial vehicle drivers. The National Highway Transportation Safety 
Administration reports that truck driver fatigue contributes to between 30 and 
40% of all big truck wrecks.xxx This is why it must be suspected in every case.  
Fatigue is likely to be a problem in about three quarters of all cases where the 
truck goes out of its lanexxxi – either into oncoming traffic or off the shoulder.  
Fatigue increases as a possible cause of the wreck by a factor of two between the 
driver’s 8th and 10th hour, and doubles again between the 10th and 12th hour on the 
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road.xxxii There is a reason for all these fatigue related events – drivers regularly 
violate the hours of service regulations. An Insurance Institute for Highway 
Safety Survey in 1992 showed that almost 75% of drivers violate the hours of 
service regulations.   
 
Under the most recent regulations, a driver can only drive for 11 hours in a row.  
But the driver can only drive this long if this follows a minimum of 10 hours off-
duty.  The regulation addressing Hours of Servicexxxiii is set forth below. As a 
result of the Consolidated and Further Continuing Appropriations Act, 2015, the 
provisions of sections (c) and (d) are suspended, and the former provisions of 
section (c) apply. See 79 F.R. 76241. Therefore, in the regulation, as set forth 
below, the suspended provisions are struck through while the applicable provision 
is italicized.  
 

Maximum driving time for property-carrying vehicles.       
 
 (a) Except as otherwise provided in Sec. 395.1, no motor carrier 
shall permit or require any driver used by it to drive a property-
carrying commercial motor vehicle, nor shall any such driver drive 
a property-carrying commercial motor vehicle, regardless of the 
number of motor carriers using the driver’s services, unless the 
driver complies with the following requirements:      
 

(1) Start of work shift. A driver may not drive without first 
taking 10 consecutive hours off duty; 
 
(2) 14-hour period. A driver may drive only during a period of 
14 consecutive hours after coming on duty following 10 
consecutive hours off duty. The driver may not drive after the 
end of the 14-consecutive-hour period without first taking 10 
consecutive hours off duty. 
 
(3) Driving time and rest breaks.  

  
(i) Driving time. A driver may drive a total of 11 hours 
during the 14-hour period specified in paragraph (a)(2) of 
this section. 
 
(ii) Rest breaks. Except for drivers who qualify for either of 
the short-haul exceptions in Sec. 395.1(e)(1) or (2), driving 
is not permitted if more than 8 hours have passed since the 
end of the driver's last off-duty or sleeper-berth period of at 
least 30 minutes. 

 
(b) No motor carrier shall permit or require a driver of a property-
carrying commercial motor vehicle to drive, nor shall any driver 
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drive a property-carrying commercial motor vehicle, regardless of 
the number of motor carriers using the driver's services, for any 
period after-- 
 

(1) Having been on duty 60 hours in any period of 7 consecutive 
days if the employing motor carrier does not operate 
commercial motor vehicles every day of the week; or 
 
(2) Having been on duty 70 hours in any period of 8 consecutive 
days if the employing motor carrier operates commercial motor 
vehicles every day of the week. 

 
(c)(1) Any period of 7 consecutive days may end with the 
beginning of an off-duty period of 34 or more consecutive hours 
that includes two periods from 1:00 a.m. to 5:00 a.m. 

 
(2) Any period of 8 consecutive days may end with the 
beginning of an off-duty period of 34 or more consecutive hours 
that includes two periods from 1:00 a.m. to 5:00 a.m. 
 

(d) A driver may not take an off-duty period allowed by paragraph 
(c) of this section to restart the calculation of 60 hours in 7 
consecutive days or 70 hours in 8 consecutive days until 168 or 
more consecutive hours have passed since the beginning of the last 
such off- duty period. When a driver takes more than one off-duty 
period of 34 or more consecutive hours within a period of 168 
consecutive hours, he or she must indicate in the Remarks section 
of the record of duty status which such off-duty period is being 
used to restart the calculation of 60 hours in 7 consecutive days or 
70 hours in 8 consecutive days. 
  
(c)(1) Any period of 7 consecutive days may end with the 

beginning  of any off-duty period of 34 or more consecutive hours; 

or     (2) Any period of 8 consecutive days may end with the 

beginning of  any off-duty period of 34 or more consecutive hours. 

 
In addition to discovering violations of the hours of service rules, it is important 
to discover what the driver was actually doing while off duty. A driver who takes 
to the road after staying up all night playing video games shows the same 
indifference to safety as one who continues to drive after exceeding the hours of 
service regulations. Information about the driver’s rest can come from the driver 
during his or her deposition, but may also be discovered by deposing those who 
live with the driver. Even if there is not information specific to the time period 
immediately preceding the event in suit, a driver’s past practice of failing to take 
rest may be part of the policy or pattern of indifference that may justify punitive 
damages.  
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Daily inspection records are a good source for evidence of callous conduct.  
Drivers must inspect their trucks and prepare an inspection record showing 
inspection of the trailer brake connections, the steering mechanism, lighting and 
reflectors, and tires.xxxiv  When looking for evidence that justifies an award of 
punitive damages it is imperative that these reports be compared with the 
maintenance recordsxxxv and annual inspection documentsxxxvi to see if one or the 
other is being fudged. 
 
A driver who stops his truck without putting out required warnings markers can 
also be subjected to punitive damages. xxxvii   Federal regulations demand 
appropriate warning signals be used to protect approaching motorists.xxxviii 
 
The key to obtaining punitive damages is not just a single violation, but a pattern 
and practice of ignoring the law and putting the public at risk. Examine not only 
the driver’s log book, which he is required to keep and have on his truck, but also 
his employer’s records as well as DOT audit records. The specifications for the 
log book, called the Driver’s Record of Duty Status are quite detailed.xxxix When 
the driver fraudulently keeps this log, or has two books, punitive damages are 
appropriate. In one federal case,xl the driver “admitted in his deposition that he 
had lied to the State Trooper following the accident, had falsified his records of 
duty status (drivers logs), and had grossly exceeded his maximum hours of 
service prior to the collision, by as much as 10 hours over the 10 hour maximum.”  
This was a sufficient set of facts to allow the plaintiff’s expert to testify and likely 
enough to allow a punitive damages claim to go the jury.  
 
Jurors will readily accept evidence that drivers exceed the hours of service law.  
In fact, a 2004 Louis Harris poll shows that 84% of Americans are in favor of 
mandatory black box recorders on trucks to monitor hours of service compliance. 
Today, technological methods of evaluating a driver’s compliance with the rules 
are a reality. This opens up new ways of discovering the truth, but also new ways 
of obscuring or hiding the truth. A good trucking expert will be able to help you 
evaluate the available evidence and discover evidence that you may otherwise not 
have known existed.    
 
It is also important to look at the driver’s traffic citation record.  This not only can 
show a pattern and practice of bad driving, but can also establish negligent hiring 
and be so bad as to disqualify the driver from driving at allxli. Some offenses 
result in lifetime disqualification. 
 

B. The Truck 
 
In looking at the truck the obvious defects will be the brakes, steering, tires and 
load.  Regulations govern all of these elements of the truck.  Again, for purposes 
of obtaining punitive damages, a pattern and practice of gross negligence is 
important. Fortunately, jurors are predisposed to believe bad conduct by truckers 
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and that the bigger the truck the more dangerous it must be.  For example, a 2004 
Louis Harris poll shows that 80% of Americans think tandem trailers are less safe.   
 
As noted above, Georgia is a particularly scary place to be on the road with trucks.  
A report by the GAOxlii found numerous bus and truck companies in Georgia that 
have been ordered to cease operation because of excessive regulatory violations, 
to have remained in business by simply changing their names. This means we 
have to not only look at the company itself, but also its history to see if it is 
nothing more than a dangerous company masquerading as a safe one by changing 
its name to avoid being shut down. 
 

If a truck is used when it is known that there is a safety defect such as defective 
brakes, in violation of federal regulations, punitive damages can be imposed.xliii 
The use of such a dangerous truck exhibits a “conscious indifference to the 
consequences”.xliv    
  

Just about all of the safety features on a truck are covered by federal regulations.  
The regulations are beyond the scope of this paper, but can easily be found by 
looking at the Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations. 
 

C. The Employer 
 
Much of the punitive damages litigation relating to trucks in Georgia, and 
throughout the country for that matter, relates to employer conduct. This is most 
likely because a driver is usually making a simple mistake, but the employer has 
had a pattern and practice of making unsafe profit motivated decisions. Always 
check out the trucking company, and any potential predecessors, by using web 
sites such as SAFER – Safety and Fitness Electronic Records System.xlv  The data 
available at SAFER will give you a good idea whether you have a company that 
ought to be punished based on its past conduct and practices. 
 
Employers are responsible for every aspect of the operation of their trucks.  This 
includes training, driver selection, and maintenance.xlvi The employer is liable for 
bad hiring decisions. If the hiring practices are bad enough punitive damages are 
appropriate. If there is a conscious indifference to the consequences when an 
employer hires and retains its drivers, punitive damages are appropriate.xlvii 
 
Employers will also be punished for having systems in place that encourage fast 
driving, ignore traffic violations, and encourage unsafe equipment. xlviii  Pay 
attention to incentive programs and learn how the driver was compensated and 
how loads were dispatched to certain drivers. Because conscious indifference and 
repetitive conduct are the keys to punitive damages, negligent hiring, entrustment, 
and retention claims can be the basis for punitive damages. Every day bad drivers 
are on the road there is a repetition of the danger caused by the employer. 
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Employers are supposed to monitor their drivers’ hours of service compliance.xlix  
Trucking companies are also required to monitor their drivers’ speeds. Simply put, 
if an 80 mile trip is completed in an hour, the employer is not allowed to ignore 
this obvious speeding conduct. Employers are not allowed to schedule trips in a 
way that requires speeding. l  Nor is it enough merely to monitor. A trucking 
company that monitors its drivers but fails to put in place (or to follow) a system 
to deter violations creates the same danger as if they did not monitor their drivers 
at all. A trucking company that turns a blind eye, or actually encourages excessive 
hours and high speed driving needs to be punished.li  
 
Employers must also maintain and periodically inspect the trucks they use. lii  
Look for records of annual inspections that show no defects as this is indicative of 
a company that is probably not being truthful. This is because it is virtually 
impossible for a truck with 500,000 or miles to be defect free. A company that 
does not provide adequate tools to its service technicians and encourages the use 
of dangerous trucks is ripe to be punished. liii Similarly, a company that forces 
drivers to use unsafe equipment at the risk of losing their jobs needs to be 
punished too.liv  

 
VII. Conclusion 

 
While it is certainly true that trucks cause a lot of wrecks and that many of these 
careless drivers and companies deserve the imposition of punitive damages, the 
reality is that punitive damages are awarded exceedingly rarely. In fact, in 
Georgia the likelihood of a punitive damages award in a civil case is about .01% - 
yes, you read that correctly.  Punitive damages are awarded in only about 1 tenth 
of 1 percent of all civil cases.lv As a result, the mere prayer for punitive damages 
does not seem to have any measurable effect on how a defendant trucking 
company will process a claim. However, where there is a claim for punitive 
damages that is not capped (i.e., one involving alcohol for example) a claim for 
punitive damages makes it more likely that the case will be resolved by trial as 
opposed to settlement.lvi This shows that when there is this kind of wild card, the 
settlement possibility is diminished because the parties have such a wide variance 
on possible values for the case.lvii  
 
If there is an industry that needs to be punished and deterred when they err, it is 
the interstate trucking industry. Although most drivers are hard working, 
professional and safe, there will always be drivers who drive too long, too fast and 
with dangerous equipment. The imposition of punitive damages serves as a strong 
deterrent that is not being accomplished by regulation or civil penalties. 
 
                                                      
i http://www.iihs.org/iihs/topics/t/general-statistics/fatalityfacts/state-by-state-
overview/2014, 
ii US DOT, 2018 Pocket Guide to Large Truck and Bus Statistics 
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2Id.

3Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Estimates of the 10 Leading Causes of
Nonfatal Injuries Treated in Hospital Emergency Departments, United States - 2015,
https://www.cdc.gov/injury/wisqars/LeadingCauses.html

4Insurance Information Institute, Spotlight On:  Dog Bite Liability (April, 2017), 
https://www.iii.org/article/spotlight-on-dog-bite-liability

5Insurance Information Institute, Dog Bite Claims Nationwide Increased (April, 2018),
https://www.iii.org/press-release/dog-bite-claims-nationwide-increased-22-percent-california-florida-an
d-pennsylvania-lead-nation-in-number-of-claims-040518

6Id.

Serious or fatal injuries inflicted by dogs are the frequent subject of today’s news

reporting, and further constitute a major public health concern.  According to the

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, about 4.5 million people are bitten by dogs

each year.1  Children are more likely than adults to receive medical treatment from dog

bites, with the highest rate of dog-bite related injuries for children 5 to 9 years old.2  In

2015, dog bites were among the top 10 leading causes of nonfatal injuries treated in the

ER for children between 1 and 9 years of age.3 

Nationwide, the average cost per claim increased more than 90 percent between

2003 and 2017, due to increased medical costs, as well as settlements and verdicts

which are “trending upwards” according to the Insurance Information Institute.4 

Between 2016 and 2017 alone, the number of dog bite claims nationwide rose 2.2

percent, with the average cost per claim increasing by 11.5 percent over the same

period.5  Dog bites in 2017 accounted for more than one-third of all homeowner’s

liability claim dollars paid, costing over $686,000,000 according to the Insurance

Information Institute and State Farm.6  State Farm, the nation’s largest homeowner’s
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7State Farm, State Farm Attacks Dog Bite Claims with Celebrity Dog Trainer Victoria Stilwell
(April, 2018), https://newsroom.statefarm.com/2018-dog-bite-prevention-victoria-stilwell/

8State Farm, State Farm Attacks Dog Bite Claims with Celebrity Dog Trainer Victoria Stilwell
(April, 2018), https://newsroom.statefarm.com/2018-dog-bite-prevention-victoria-stilwell/

insurer, paid $132,000,000 for dog-related injury claims in 2017 and has paid over $1

billion over the past decade.7  Georgia has been ranked as a “Top 10” state for dog bite

claims by State Farm in 2017.8  It is no wonder, then, that dog attacks will continue to

generate a substantial number of injuries and claims here in Georgia.

This paper is intended as a primer on dog bite liability for the personal injury

practitioner, together with a discussion of significant issues, including potential liability

for punitive damages.  In order to better understand the application of punitive

damages to dog bite cases, let’s begin with an overview of liability issues and the various

theories of recovery applicable in dog attack cases.

I. THEORIES OF RECOVERY

There are several legal avenues to civil recovery for dog bite victims in Georgia,

including liability under Georgia’s “Dangerous Animal Liability Statute,” the “Premises

Liability Statute” and other non-statutory negligence-based claims.

A. The Dangerous Animal Liability Statute – O.C.G.A. § 51-2-7

O.C.G.A. § 51-2-7 provides the primary basis for liability of owners and keepers of

dangerous animals.  This statute is most often applied in cases of dog attacks.  O.C.G.A.

§ 51-2-7 provides:

A person who owns or keeps a vicious or dangerous animal of any kind and
who, by careless management or by allowing the animal to go at liberty,
causes injury to another person who does not provoke the injury by his
own act may be liable in damages to the person so injured.  In proving
vicious propensity, it shall be sufficient to show that the animal was
required to be at heel or on a leash by an ordinance of a city, county, or
consolidated government, and the said animal was at the time of the
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9Askew v. Rogers, 326 Ga.App. 24, 26, 755 S.E.2d 836 (2014).

10Johnston v. Warendh, 252 Ga.App. 674, 675, 556 S.E.2d 867 (2001).

11See O.C.G.A. § 51-2-6 (Owner or custodian “shall be” liable for damages for injury to livestock);
and O.C.G.A. § 4-8-4 (Owner or custodian “shall be” liable for injury or death to livestock, poultry, or pet,
as well as any damage to public or private property; liability includes consequential damages).  Compare
O.C.G.A. § 51-2-7 (Owner “may be” liable for injuries).  

12Kiser v. Morris, 156 Ga.App. 224, 274 S.E.2d 610 (1980) (“The rule as to scienter, or knowledge
on the part of the owner of a vicious or dangerous propensity of the dog, if one exists, has no application
here in view of the provisions of [O.C.G.A. § 4-8-4].”  “If a dog is wrongfully in the place where he does the
mischief, the owner is liable, irrespective of prior knowledge by the owner of the dog’s dangerous
proclivities.  This was a clear and precise pronouncement of the law of this state, and can not be shunted
aside or disregarded as being obiter.”) But see Mintz v. Frazier, 160 Ga.App. 668, 288 S.E.2d 24 (1981).

occurrence not at heel or on a leash.  The foregoing sentence shall not
apply to domesticated fowl including roosters with spurs.  The foregoing
sentence shall not apply to domesticated livestock.

The statute provides, in essence, two bases of liability for an animal attack– (1)

proof of the animal’s vicious propensity and the owner’s prior knowledge thereof–

commonly referred to as the “first bite” or “prior bite” rule; or (2) proof of a “leash law”

violation.  Succinctly stated, under O.C.G.A. § 51-2-7, “a plaintiff must show that (a) the

owner carelessly managed or allowed the animal to go at liberty; (b) that the animal was

vicious or that the animal was unrestrained at the time and place of the injury in

violation of the local ordinance requiring such restraint; and (c) the animal caused

injury.”9  It is important to remember that the statute imposes liability on anyone who

owns or keeps a vicious or dangerous animal– thereby expanding liability to non-

owners in possession of the dog when it attacks.10

Ironically, the legislature has imposed strict liability against the owner or

custodian of a dog which, while not on the owner’s property, attacks livestock, poultry,

or pets, or causes property damage.11  In these situations, the owner’s liability accrues

irrespective of any prior knowledge of the dog’s dangerous propensity.12  For Georgia’s
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13Johnston v. Warendh, 252 Ga.App. 674, 675, 556 S.E.2d 867 (2001), citing Harvey v.
Buchannan, 121 Ga. 384, 49 S.E. 281 (1904). 

14Johnston, 252 Ga.App. at 676.

15Johnston, 252 Ga.App. 674.

16Brock v. Harris, 312 Ga.App. 493, 718 S.E.2d 851 (2011) (Presumption that dogs are harmless);
Johnston, 252 Ga.App. 674 (Rottweiler); Stanger v. Cato, 182 Ga.App. 498, 356 S.E.2d 97 (1987)
(Doberman Pinscher).

17Clark v. Joiner, 242 Ga.App. 421, 422, 530 S.E.2d 45 (2000).

human victims, however, liability is not so strict.

 1. The “Prior Bite” or “First Bite” Rule

“The first sentence of O.C.G.A. § 51-2-7 has been applied in dog bite cases in

Georgia since Cobb’s Code of 1863.  After 1863, Appellate Courts modified the statute by

asserting that it was ‘but a restatement of the common law, and at common law it was

necessary to show, not only that the animal was vicious or dangerous, but also that the

owner knew this fact.  The scienter was the gist of the action.’”13 “Moreover, the

defendant’s knowledge of the dangerous propensity must be greater than any such

knowledge possessed by the plaintiff.”14

a. Dogs Presumed Harmless

Breed is irrelevant to liability.15  Traditionally, Georgia courts have presumed all

dogs to be of a harmless species and hence required proof of the dangerous nature of a

particular dog and proof of the owner’s knowledge of that dog’s deviation from

presumptive harmlessness.16 

b. Vicious Propensity

Since all dogs are presumed harmless, a dog attack victim must prove the

particular dog’s “vicious propensity.”  O.C.G.A. § 51-2-7 requires proof that the dog was

vicious or dangerous, and that the owner knew it.17  “The dog’s nature and the owner’s
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18Clark, 242 Ga.App. at 422; Durham v. Mooney, 234 Ga.App. 772, 773, 507 S.E.2d 877 (1998).

19Banks v. Adair, 148 Ga.App. 254, 251 S.E.2d 88 (1978).  Accord Swanson v. Tackling, 335
Ga.App. 810, 812-813, 783 S.E.2d 167 (2016).

20Johnson v. Kvasny, 230 Ga.App. 162, 163, 495 S.E.2d 651 (1998) (Emphasis added).

knowledge are two separate issues, and proof of both is necessary for recovery.”18 

Traditionally, proof of vicious propensity required a showing “that the errant animal has

the propensity to cause the specific type of harm from which the cause of action

arises.”19  “In other words, an essential element of a dog bite claim is that defendants

knew of the dog’s propensity to inflict harm in the particular manner in which plaintiff

was injured.”20      

c. Owner’s Knowledge– “Scienter”

In addition to establishing the dog’s “vicious propensity,” a plaintiff must also

prove the dog owner’s (or keeper’s) knowledge of the vicious propensity.  This

knowledge of the danger is also known as “scienter,” a term frequently employed in

fraud cases to denote knowledge or awareness of the falsity of statements made. 

Bearing a more innocent connotation in dog bite cases, proof of “scienter” must

establish the defendant’s awareness of the fact that he is exposing the public to a

dangerous dog.

Although traditionally requiring knowledge of the specific type of conduct which

caused plaintiff’s injury, i.e., biting, scienter has been inferred in other limited

circumstances.  “To infer the requisite knowledge there must be at least one incident

that would cause a prudent person to anticipate the actual incident that caused the
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21Stennette v. Miller, 316 Ga.App. 425, 428, 729 S.E.2d 559 (2012).

22Sanders v. Bowen, 196 Ga.App. 644, 646, 396 S.E.2d 908 (1990).

23Wade v. American National Insurance Co., 246 Ga.App. 458, 540 S.E.2d 671 (2000) (Same
standard applies regardless of whether the dog is a pet or a “guard dog”). 

24McBride v. Wasik, 179 Ga.App. 244, 345 S.E.2d 921 (1986).

25Eshleman v. Key, 326 Ga.App. 883, 755 S.E.2d 926 (2014), rev’d, 297 Ga. 364, 774 S.E.2d 96
(2015), vacated, 333 Ga.App. 731, 776 S.E.2d 670 (mem.)(2015).

26The Eshleman decisions primarily addressed official immunity of the police officer for
negligence in failing to secure the dog.  The Court of Appeals held that defendant officer’s failure to secure
the dog may constitute a violation of a ministerial duty for which the officer could be held liable.  In
reversing this decision, the Supreme Court held that, under circumstances where the police department
lacked specific policies regarding dog restraint, and where Georgia law and local ordinances mandated
“reasonable” measures be taken in securing the dog, then handling of the police dog was left to the K-9
officer’s discretion, thereby entitling the officer to official immunity and dismissal of plaintiff’s claims.

27Eshleman, 326 Ga.App. at 887.

injury.”21  For example, in Sanders v. Bowen22 scienter was inferred from “habits of

aggressiveness and attack which common sense says would not be confined to inanimate

objects” despite no prior biting of humans.

On the subject of guard dogs or specially trained dogs, it is generally accepted

that the same standard is applied to both guard dogs and all other dogs as was the case

in Wade v. American National Ins. Co.;23 however, the Court of Appeals held in McBride

v. Wasik24 that scienter could be inferred since the animal was a “trained attack dog.” 

Similarly, in Eshleman v. Key25 the Court of Appeals noted that proof of specialized

training may suffice as evidence of the dog’s propensity to attack and defendant’s

scienter.  In Eshleman, the dog was a police canine being kept at home by a police

canine officer when it escaped from a vehicle kennel and bit a neighborhood child.26  The

dog was specially trained to apprehend suspects and, as a result, there was “some

evidence that ‘the animal had a propensity to do the act which caused the injury and that

the defendant knew of it.’”27 The Eshleman opinion focused on the canine officer’s
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28Eshleman v. Key, 297 Ga. 364, 774 S.E.2d 96 (2015) (Holding that police officer was entitled to
official immunity where police department did not provide specific direction with regard to off-duty dog
restraint, and where O.C.G.A. § 51-2-7 and local ordinances implied only a duty of ordinary care, allowing
for discretion in choosing reasonable measures to restrain the dog.  As a result, no ministerial duty was
violated and defendant officer was entitled to summary judgment). 

29Eshleman v. Key, 297 Ga. at 367. 

30Supan v. Griffin, 238 Ga.App. 404, 519 S.E.2d 22 (1999) (Prior incident where defendant’s dogs
came onto a neighbor’s front porch, viciously attacked neighbor’s dog, and threatened neighbor with bared
fangs, growls and attack behavior was sufficient to create jury question as to vicious propensity).  This idea
is not new– in Carter v. Ide, 125 Ga.App. 557, 188 S.E.2d 275 (1972) the Court noted that “[w]hile a
previous attack would not necessarily be required, at least some form of menacing behavior would be;”
however, the Court moved away from this concept later in Banks v. Adair, 148 Ga.App. 254, 251 S.E.2d 88
(1978).  More recent cases demonstrate a trend back toward Carter, and a less restrictive view of the proof
required to demonstrate prior aggressive behavior.  See subsection (f) herein. 

official immunity, and was later reversed on this issue by the Supreme Court.28  For its

part, the Supreme Court merely “assume[d]” “[f]or our present purposes” that the

trained police dog qualified as a “vicious or dangerous animal” under O.C.G.A. § 51-2-

7.29  As a result, it is not entirely clear whether police dog training satisfies the element

of scienter in a dog attack case.

d. Erosion of the “First Bite” Rule

Beginning with Supan v. Griffin, some reported cases appear to “liberalize” the

requisite showing of vicious propensity– leading to what has periodically been described

as the “end of the first bite rule.”  This shift in jurisprudence is better characterized as

“erosion,” rather than the dramatic “END” heralded in the occasional commentary or

dissenting opinion.  Instead of putting an “end” to the rule, these cases have merely

shifted the focus from proof of a “prior bite” to proving the defendant’s “superior

knowledge of his dog’s temperament.”30  As a result, proof of an actual bite which draws

blood is no longer strictly mandated; however, establishing vicious propensity still
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31Hamilton v. Walker, 235 Ga.App. 635, 510 S.E.2d 120 (1998) (Dog’s aggressive behavior
insufficient to establish liability), disapproved of by Steagald v. Eason, 300 Ga. 717, 797 S.E.2d 838
(2017); Thurmond v. Saffo, 238 Ga.App. 687, 520 S.E.2d 43 (1999) (Directed verdict reversed where
evidence indicated that shortly before the dog attacked plaintiff, another visitor to defendants’ home was
almost attacked in the same manner, but managed to escape and tell defendants of their dog’s conduct);
and Torrance v. Brennan, 209 Ga.App. 65, 67, 432 S.E.2d 658 (1993) (Where dog on prior occasions
grabbed or nipped people, or ripped their clothes without actually biting, evidence was sufficient to place
owner on notice of dog’s propensity to bite).  

32Id.

33Stennette v. Miller, 316 Ga.App. 425, 729 S.E.2d 559 (2012) (Dog had jumped on plaintiff in
aggressive manner on prior visit to house, but did not attempt to bite or scratch her).

34Raith v. Blanchard, 271 Ga.App. 723, 725, 611 S.E.2d 75 (2005) (Plaintiff did not assume risk of
being bitten after dog growled since “barking and growling amount, at most, to what has been
characterized as menacing behavior.  Standing alone, such behavior does not demonstrate a vicious
propensity or put a dog owner on notice that the dog will bite”).

requires proof of an act tantamount to an unprovoked attack upon a human being.31  

A review of cases reveals that prior incidents in which a person was forced to take

evasive action in order to avoid being bitten probably will suffice to establish vicious

propensity; whereas mere “menacing behavior” generally exhibited is not sufficient to

put the owner on notice of the dog’s dangerous propensity to bite people.32  

e. “Menacing Behavior” Alone is Insufficient

“A dog’s menacing behavior alone does not demonstrate its vicious propensity or

place its owner on notice of such propensity.”33  Barking or growling, without more, does

not demonstrate vicious propensity.34  For example, in Kringle v. Elliott, the Court held: 

“Under this rule, a dog owner will be liable for damages only if the owner has knowledge

that the dog has the propensity to do the particular act (biting) which caused injury to

the complaining party.  Under this test, the plaintiff must show whether the dog had the

propensity to do the act that caused the injury and, if so, whether the owner had
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35Kringle v. Elliott, 301 Ga.App. 1, 2, 686 S.E.2d 665 (2009) (Inference that dog previously killed
puppy and kitten, without evidence that harm was caused by vicious attack, deemed insufficient to
establish vicious propensity to attack a person).

36Custer v. Coward, 293 Ga.App. 316, 667 S.E.2d 135 (2008).  See also Raith v. Blanchard, 271
Ga.App. at 724, and Hamilton v. Walker, 235 Ga.App. 635, 510 S.E.2d 120 (1998), disapproved of by
Steagald v. Eason, 300 Ga. 717, 797 S.E.2d 838 (2017).

37Custer, 293 Ga.App. 316.  See also Durham v. Mooney, 234 Ga.App. 772, 773, 507 S.E.2d 877
(1998) (Barking and growling at neighbor characterized as “menacing behavior” insufficient to establish
vicious propensity).

38Green v. Wilson, 333 Ga.App. 631, 773 S.E.2d 872 (2015); cert. granted (January 11, 2016);
withdrawn (March 21, 2016). 

39Green v. Wilson, 333 Ga.App. 631, 633, 637, 773 S.E.2d 872 (2015); cert. granted (January 11,
2016); withdrawn (March 21, 2016).

40Steagald v. Eason, 300 Ga. 717, 797 S.E.2d 838 (2017).

knowledge of that propensity.”35  Similarly, in Custer v. Coward, the Court affirmed

summary judgment because “Butkus” had never previously attacked or bitten a

human.36  “Moreover, the few occasions where Butkus growled do not constitute notice

to the [defendants] of the dog’s propensity to bite.”37

f. Recent Developments

In the recent case of Green v. Wilson,38 the Court of Appeals reversed summary

judgment where the dog on prior occasions had to be restrained by the defendant as it

“lunged, barked, and growled at the housecleaners.”  In Green, the plaintiff was a

different housekeeper who was injured when “Nani” jumped the backyard fence and

chased plaintiff into her vehicle.  The Green majority opinion characterized the facts as

“more than simply evidence of Nani’s aggressive or menacing behavior;” while the

dissent interpreted the same as “at best ... aggressive or menacing behavior” insufficient

to put the owner on notice of the animal’s vicious tendencies.39 

Still more recently, in Steagald v. Eason,40 the Georgia Supreme Court weighed in

on the question of “how much is enough?” when examining prior aggressive conduct in
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41Steagald 334 Ga.App. 113, 115, 778 S.E.2d 366 (2015) (Characterizing prior incidents of
“snapping at” people as “merely menacing behavior that ‘alone is not sufficient to place its owner on notice
of a propensity to bite’”), rev’d, 300 Ga. 717, 797 S.E.2d 838 (2017).

42Steagald v. Eason, 300 Ga. 717, 720-722, 797 S.E.2d 838 (2017).  Steagald is required reading as
it represents the clearest statement of the law on this issue.

43  Johnston v. Warendh, 252 Ga.App. 674, 676, 556 S.E.2d 867 (2001).  Accord Matta-Troncoso v.
Tyner, 343 Ga.App. 63, 67, 806 S.E.2d 10 (2017) (Trial court’s grant of summary judgment on issue of
scienter reversed where plaintiffs alleged an ordinance violation); Abundant Animal Care, LLC v. Gray,
316 Ga.App. 193, 196, 728 S.E.2d 822 (2012) (“This Code provision relieves a plaintiff from producing
evidence of a dog’s vicious propensity based on evidence of a violation of an ordinance that restricts dogs
from running at large”) and Fields v. Thompson, 190 Ga.App. 177, 378 S.E.2d 390 (1989) (“By this
language the General Assembly has abrogated in situations meeting the statutory requirements the prior
case law of this court and the Supreme Court requiring proof in all instances that the owner of the animal
had knowledge of the animal’s vicious propensity”).  

the absence of an actual prior bite.  In Steagald, the Supreme Court reversed a grant of

summary judgment based on behavior the Court of Appeals had earlier characterized as

“merely menacing behavior that ‘alone is not sufficient to place its owner on notice of a

propensity to bite.’”41  The Supreme Court specifically held that “Rocks’s” behavior of

“snapping at” defendant homeowner and plaintiff’s husband a week prior to biting

plaintiff was sufficient evidence on summary judgment to create a jury question as to

whether the owner had knowledge of the dog’s propensity to bite without provocation.42

2. Violation of Local Ordinance or “Leash Law”

“In 1985, the General Assembly expanded upon the scienter rule, also known as

the ‘first bite rule’ by amending the statute to add the second sentence, which creates

liability based upon a violation of a local or county ordinance and requires no proof of

scienter.  As amended, O.C.G.A. § 51-2-7 allows cities and counties, if they wish, to

afford a higher degree of protection to people than allowed at common law.”43  The local

ordinance provision of O.C.G.A. § 51-2-7 thus creates a “local” standard which varies

from one county or municipality to the next– and Georgia is well endowed with both.  As
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44Cormier v. Willis, 313 Ga.App. 699, 722 S.E.2d 416 (2012).  Accord Gilreath v. Smith, 340
Ga.App. 265, 270, 797 S.E.2d 177 (2017).

a result, liability analysis in a dog bite case must include careful examination of local

ordinances governing the keeping of animals.  In rural areas, there may be no ordinance

at all.  In more densely populated areas, there may be overlapping city and county

ordinances.  The specific terms of local ordinances vary widely, so what constitutes a

violation in one jurisdiction may be perfectly compliant in another.  

A comprehensive collection of local ordinances may be found at

www.municode.com and is available for free browsing when conducting initial research. 

As would be expected, animal control ordinances are usually listed under “Animals” in

the table of contents, and there may be several ordinances which apply to the facts of a

specific case.  Keep in mind, however, that the ordinance must be properly proved in

order to prevail at trial or on summary judgment. 

a. Proof of Local Ordinance or Leash Law

One of the most frequently encountered mistakes in dog bite litigation is

plaintiff’s counsel’s failure to properly “prove up” the local ordinance at issue. 

Fortunately, this pitfall is easily avoided, thanks to numerous instructive appellate

decisions.  Despite the well-documented necessity of “proving” the ordinance, failure to

adhere to this procedure remains a frequent subject of appellate decisions– bringing to

mind the old adage that “bad facts make bad law.”

“It is well established by numerous decisions of this court that judicial notice

cannot be taken by the superior court or this court of city or county ordinances, but they

must be alleged and proved.  The proper method of proving a city ordinance is by

production of the original or of a properly certified copy.”44  Even more recently, the
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45Sweeney v. Lowe, 325 Ga.App. 883, 755 S.E.2d 813 (2014). 

46Sweeney, 325 Ga.App. 883.  But see Prime Home Props. v. Rockdale County Bd. of Health, 290
Ga.App. 698, 700, 660 S.E.2d 44 (2008) (Exception to rule where the ordinance “was set forth verbatim in
the pleadings or an uncertified copy was attached to the complaint and the defendant admitted the
ordinance in the answer”) and Phiel v. Boston, 262 Ga.App. 814, 817, 586 S.E.2d 718 (2003) (Abuse of
discretion for trial court not to reopen the evidence after defendant moved for directed verdict based on
plaintiff’s failure to submit proof of ordinance during his case-in-chief).

47Huff v. Dyer, 297 Ga.App. 761, 678 S.E.2d 206 (2009).

48 Huff, 297 Ga.App. at 763.

Court of Appeals held:  “It is well established that in order for a superior court or this

court to consider city or county ordinances they must be alleged and proved, and the

proper method of proving a city or county ordinance is by production of the original or

of a properly certified copy.”45  Moreover, it is error for the trial court to consider the

terms of an ordinance not properly before the court.46  With regard to proof of local

ordinances, best practice requires a close study of relevant case law as well as O.C.G.A.

§§ 24-2-221, 24-9-920, 24-9-902(1)&(2), and 36-80-19(b)(1), collectively governing self-

authentication, admissibility, and judicial notice of properly certified copies of county or

city ordinances.  As noted above, the ordinance should also be “alleged” in the

Complaint. 

b. Factual Analysis

Once the ordinance itself is proven, it remains incumbent upon the plaintiff to

prove conduct which constitutes an actual violation of the ordinance.  For example, in

Huff v. Dyer,47  defendant’s dog was chained in the bed of a pickup truck when it bit a

child who approached the dog.  “O.C.G.A. § 51-2-7 relieves a plaintiff from producing

evidence of a dog’s vicious propensity based on evidence of a violation of an ordinance

that restricts dogs from running at large.  Here, however, there is no evidence that the

[defendant’s] dog was ‘running at large.’”48
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49Tutak v. Fairley, 198 Ga.App. 307, 401 S.E.2d 73 (1991).

50Johnston v. Warendh, 252 Ga.App. 674, 556 S.E.2d 867 (2001).

51Cowan v. Carillo, 331 Ga.App. 387, 771 S.E.2d 86 (2015) (Jury question as to owners’ careless
management where evidence indicated that owners’ guests let the dog out during the subject incident;
however, additional evidence indicated dog had escaped on prior occasions and that owners had
previously allowed the dogs out unrestrained).

52Myers v. Ogden, 343 Ga.App. 771, 774, 807 S.E.2d 926 (2017).

On the other hand, where an ordinance forbids “running at large” and requires

dogs to be “confined within the property limits of his owner or custodian,” the owner

may be liable when a dog breaks its chain in the back yard then runs around to the front

yard and bites a child, since the dog is no longer “confined” within its owner’s

property.49  Similarly, where dogs were allowed to escape through the front door of the

house into the front yard where they bit the victim, a jury issue was raised under the

local ordinance requiring the dogs to be “confined.”50  

In Cowan v. Carillo, the Court held that even where proof of vicious propensity

was dispensed with by establishing a clear violation of the local ordinance, “the plaintiffs

still had to establish that the owners carelessly managed the [dog] or allowed the animal

to go at liberty.”51  Again, in the recent case of Myers v. Ogden, the Court reversed a

grant of summary judgment to plaintiff on a negligence per se claim arising from an

ordinance violation, finding a jury question as to whether the defendant “carelessly

managed the dog at the time” of the attack.52

As demonstrated above, when proceeding under the local ordinance provision of

O.C.G.A. § 51-2-7, it is critically important to prove both the ordinance itself and facts

demonstrating a violation due to the defendant’s careless management or allowing the

animal to go free.
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53Abundant Animal Care, LLC v. Gray, 316 Ga.App. 193, 728 S.E.2d 822 (2012); Custer v. Coward,
293 Ga.App. 316, 667 S.E.2d 135 (2008); Wade v. American National Insurance Co., 246 Ga.App. 458, 540
S.E.2d 671 (2000); and Swanson v. Tackling, 335 Ga.App. 810, 812, 783 S.E.2d 167 (2016).  

54Wade v. American National Insurance Co., 246 Ga.App. 458.  Accord Brock v. Harris, 312
Ga.App. 493, 718 S.E.2d 851 (2011).   

55Wade, 246 Ga.App. 458.  

56Id.

B. The Premises Liability Statute – O.C.G.A. § 51-3-1

O.C.G.A. § 51-3-1 provides:

Where an owner or occupier of land, by express or implied invitation,
induces or leads others to come upon his premises for any lawful purpose,
he is liable in damages to such persons for injuries caused by his failure to
exercise ordinary care in keeping the premises and approaches safe.

In addition to its application in slip and fall cases and instances of negligent

security, O.C.G.A. § 51-3-1 also covers “premises liability” claims arising from dog

attacks.  “In a typical dog bite case, regardless of whether the cause of action is based on

the premises liability statute (O.C.G.A. § 51-3-1) or the dangerous animal liability statute

(O.C.G.A. § 51-2-7), a plaintiff must produce evidence of the vicious propensity of the

dog in order to show that the owner of the premises had superior knowledge of the

danger.”53

In Wade v. American National Insurance Co., summary judgment was affirmed

because there was no evidence of the dog’s prior vicious behavior or of any knowledge

on the owner’s part.54  The Court clarified that a premises liability claim still requires

evidence of vicious propensity of which the premises owner had superior knowledge. 

“In other words, the true test of liability” is the owner’s “superior knowledge of his dog’s

temperament.”55  In Wade, the evidence failed to demonstrate defendants “had

knowledge of Champ’s temperament superior to that of the [plaintiffs].”56
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57Stolte v. Hammack, 311 Ga.App. 710, 713, 716 S.E.2d 796 (2011).  See generally, Harper v.
Robinson, 263 Ga.App. 727, 589 S.E.2d 295 (2003) (Summary judgment proper where plaintiffs helped
obtain the “wolf dog” for defendant’s roommate and were as much aware of its vicious propensities as was
defendant).

58Osowski v. Smith, 262 Ga.App. 538, 586 S.E.2d 71 (2003).

As in other types of premises liability claims, proof that the plaintiff possesses

“equal knowledge” of the hazard bars recovery.  In other words, when both the plaintiff

and the defendant dog owner have equal knowledge of the dog’s propensity to bite, the

plaintiff cannot prove that the owner had the requisite “superior knowledge” of the dog’s

temperament to sustain a claim under either the dangerous animal statute (O.C.G.A. §

51-2-7) or the premises liability statute (O.C.G.A. § 51-3-1).57  

C. Negligent Performance of Voluntarily Assumed Duty

The most recent major development in the law of dog bite liability is the formal

recognition of a claim arising from the negligent performance of a voluntarily assumed

duty.  Since this is the sole theory which does not rely upon proof of superior knowledge

of vicious propensity or an ordinance violation, a claim for negligent performance of a

voluntarily assumed duty is unique among the predominant claims arising from dog

attacks.

1. Origin of “Negligence” Claim

Osowski v. Smith is the first reported decision recognizing a dog bite claim

arising from the negligent performance of a voluntary undertaking.58  In Osowski,

“plaintiff was working on defendant’s property installing a cable.  He was injured by one

of defendant’s dogs, that defendant had assured him would be secured and confined

while he completed his work on the premises.”  In reversing summary judgment, the
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59Osowski, 262 Ga.App. at 538.

60Osowski, 262 Ga.App. at 540.

61Id. at 540.

62Id. at 540.

Court of Appeals held that “the record shows the existence of material disputed facts as

to whether [defendant] voluntarily undertook a duty to restrain the dogs and whether

that voluntary undertaking was negligently performed.”59  “[A] person may be held liable

for the negligent performance of a voluntary undertaking.”60  

“Under this principle, one who undertakes to do an act or perform a service for

another has the duty to exercise care, and is liable for injury resulting from his failure to

do so, even though his undertaking is purely voluntary or even though it was completely

gratuitous, and he was not under any obligation to do such act or perform such service,

or there was no consideration for the promise or undertaking sufficient to support an

action ex contractu based thereon.”61  “When one undertakes an act that he has no duty

to perform and another person reasonably relies upon that undertaking, the act must

generally be performed with ordinary or reasonable care.  The person assuming such

responsibility may be held liable for negligently performing the duties so assumed.”62  It

is important to remember that a key element in this type of case is the plaintiff’s

“reasonable reliance” upon defendant’s non-negligent performance of the voluntarily

assumed duty.

2. Recent Developments – Negligent Performance of
Voluntary Duty

In several recent cases, the Georgia Court of Appeals has revisited and confirmed
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63Abundant Animal Care, LLC v. Gray, 316 Ga.App. 193, 728 S.E.2d 822 (2012) and Stennette v.
Miller, 316 Ga.App. 425, 429-430, 729 S.E.2d 559, 562 (2012), both citing Osowski v. Smith, 262 Ga.App.
538, 586 S.E.2d 71 (2003).

64Stennette v. Miller, 316 Ga.App. at 429-430.

65Swanson v. Tackling, 335 Ga.App. 810, 814-815, 783 S.E.2d 167 (2016).

66Swanson, 335 Ga.App. at 814-815. 

this avenue of recovery.63  For example, in Abundant Animal Care, LLC v. Gray, the

Court held:  “When one undertakes an act that he has no duty to perform and another

person reasonably relies upon that undertaking, the act must generally be performed

with ordinary or reasonable care.  The person assuming such responsibility may be held

liable for negligently performing the duties so assumed.”  The Court reached a similar

conclusion in Stennette v. Miller.64  

Most recently, in Swanson v. Tackling, the Court of Appeals reiterated that “while

it is certainly true that ‘a person may be held liable for the negligent performance of a

voluntary undertaking,’” there was no evidence of any such voluntary undertaking

presented in Swanson, and summary judgment was therefore appropriate.65  The

Swanson Court further distinguished the facts of Osowski, Stennette, and Abundant

Animal Care, LLC on grounds that each of these “voluntary undertaking” cases “involve

an affirmative promise by the dog owner to restrain the dog while the injured person

was at his or her home to perform a job.  But here, although [plaintiff] advised

[defendant’s adult son] that she did not want Willow [the dog] to be on the loose around

[plaintiff’s minor child], there is no evidence that she asked either of the [defendants] to

restrain Willow or that they promised to do so.”66  Thus, it appears that facts

demonstrating a defendant’s “affirmative promise” or agreement with regard to the

voluntarily assumed duty will improve the likelihood of success on a “voluntary
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67Webb v. Danforth, 234 Ga.App. 211, 505 S.E.2d 860 (1998).  Accord Ranwez v. Roberts, 268
Ga.App. 80, 601 S.E.2d 449 (2004).

undertaking” claim.

D. Landlord Liability

1. Georgia’s Limited Liability for Landlords

Landlords enjoy limited liability under Georgia law, as set forth in the provisions

of O.C.G.A. § 44-7-14:

Having fully parted with possession and the right of possession, the
landlord is not responsible to third persons for damages resulting from the
negligence or illegal use of the premises by the tenant; provided, however,
the landlord is responsible for damages arising from defective
construction or for damages arising from the failure to keep the premises
in repair.

Where the landlord has parted with possession, his retention of “the right to

enter the leased premises for landlord-related purposes does not evidence such

dominion and control of the premises so as to vitiate the landlord’s limited liability

imposed by O.C.G.A. § 44-7-14 and replace it with the liability imposed by O.C.G.A. § 51-

3-1, the premises liability statute....”67  Thus, any viable dog attack claim against a

landlord must arise from the landlord’s defective construction or failure to keep the

premises in repair.

For example, in the recent case of Matta-Troncoso v. Tyner the Court held that

the failure to repair provisions of O.C.G.A. § 44-7-14 applied to a landlord’s failure to

repair a broken gate latch, which allowed the tenants’ dogs to escape the property and
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68Matta-Troncoso v. Tyner, 343 Ga.App. 63, 68-70, 806 S.E.2d 10 (2017) (Factual questions as to
liability and proximate cause precluded summary judgment where landlord failed to repair broken gate
latch and tenants’ pit bulls escaped).

69Forsh v. Williams, 321 Ga.App. 556, 560, 740 S.E.2d 297 (2013) (“Because it was possible for the
[plaintiffs] to introduce evidence showing that [defendant landlord] had failed to make repairs on the
property, and that such failure(s) resulted in the injuries allegedly sustained by [plaintiff], the trial court
erred” in dismissing the case).

70Ranwez, 268 Ga.App. at 82-83.

71Ranwez, 268 Ga.App. at 82.

attack plaintiff.68  Similarly, in Forsh v. Williams,69 the Court held that plaintiff’s

allegation charging the defendant landlord with a “failure to make other repairs to be

shown at trial” was sufficient to withstand a motion to dismiss.

Whether the claim against a landlord is based upon defective construction or

failure to repair, the plaintiff must establish that her damages were attributable to the

defective construction or failure to repair.  For example, in Ranwez v. Roberts summary

judgment for the landlord was proper where the plaintiff was attacked as a result of the

tenant’s relatives’ failure to keep the dog inside the fence– therefore plaintiff’s damages

were not attributable to any defective construction or disrepair of the fence itself.70 

Finally, in defective construction claims it is important to keep in mind that a

“landlord’s liability for defective construction only exists in cases when the structure is

built by him or under his supervision.”71   

2. “Common Areas” Exception

The foregoing notwithstanding, a landlord may be held liable for attacks

occurring in the common areas of rental properties under the premises liability statute,

O.C.G.A. § 51-3-1, where the landlord has retained possession and control of these areas
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72Lidster v. Jones, 176 Ga.App. 392, 336 S.E.2d 287 (1985).  But see Griffiths v. Rowe Properties,
271 Ga.App. 344, 609 S.E.2d 690 (2005) (No liability where bite did not occur in common area).

73O.C.G.A. § 51-12-5.1(b)&(f).

74Parsons v. Ponder, 161 Ga.App. 723, 288 S.E.2d 751 (1982).

75Parsons, 161 Ga.App. at 724. 

and plaintiff establishes the dog’s vicious propensity and landlord’s knowledge thereof.72

II. PUNITIVE DAMAGES

Georgia’s punitive damages statute– O.C.G.A. § 51-12-5.1– requires proof “by

clear and convincing evidence that the defendant’s actions showed willful misconduct,

malice, fraud, wantonness, oppression, or that entire want of care which would raise the

presumption of conscious indifference to consequences.” 

A. Punitive Damages in Dog Bite Cases

Obviously, in the event a dog owner intentionally caused an unjustified attack,

such an act would authorize punitive damages.73  In most instances, however, punitive

damages will be premised upon willful misconduct, wantonness, or “that entire want of

care which would raise the presumption of conscious indifference to consequences.”  

The genesis of punitive damages in dog bite cases is Parsons v. Ponder,74 a 1982

Court of Appeals case which remains the single published opinion affirming a jury

award of punitive damages in a dog bite scenario.  Significantly, the Court noted:

Appellant points out and our research has shown that there are no cases in
Georgia in which punitive damages have been awarded in a dog bite
situation.  However, this does not necessarily mean that there is a
prohibition against punitive damages in such cases.  Each case should be
viewed on its facts and in accordance with our laws and statutes regarding
exemplary damages.75
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76Webster v. Boyett, 269 Ga. 191, 496 S.E.2d 459 (1998).

77Parsons, 161 Ga.App. at 724.

78Although the Supreme Court of Georgia has never weighed in on the substantive aspects of
punitive damage claims in dog attack cases, it has recognized that punitive damages are indeed available
in such cases.  See Webster v. Boyett, 269 Ga. 191, 196, 496 S.E.2d 459 (1998).

79Weinstein v. Holmes, 344 Ga.App. 391, 395-396, 810 S.E.2d 320 (2018).

Although Parsons was tried under the old punitive damages statute, prior to the 1987

creation of O.C.G.A. § 51-12-5.1, the type of conduct warranting punitive damages was

the same as it exists today under O.C.G.A. § 51-12-5.1.76  In Parsons the following

evidence constituted sufficient aggravating circumstances to authorize punitive

damages:

The record discloses that on more than one occasion prior to the incident
in question “Bite Reports” and orders to quarantine [defendant’s] dog
were issued by the County Health Department.  There was testimony from
[defendant’s] neighbors that the dog had attacked and bitten a child and
that [defendant] had been asked to keep the dog locked up.  Despite
[defendant’s] knowledge of the dog’s propensity to bite human beings, the
dog was allowed to run at large.77

Given the egregious facts in Parsons, there can be little doubt about the validity of a

punitive damages award under the circumstances.  Despite the fact that Parsons clearly

authorizes punitive damages in dog bite cases, there are few other instances where our

appellate courts have specifically addressed this issue.78 

One recent case which does give careful consideration to the issue of punitive

damages is Weinstein v. Holmes.79  In Weinstein, the defendant’s dogs pulled the leash

out of her hands as they were leaving a dog park, before attacking another dog and its

owner.  The Court reversed a grant of partial summary judgment on punitive damages,

finding a sufficient factual basis to send the punitive damages issue to the jury:
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80Weinstein, 344 Ga.App. at 395-396.

81Powell v. Ferreira, 198 Ga.App. 465, 402 S.E.2d 85 (1991).

82Powell, 198 Ga.App. at 466.

83Rowlette v. Paul, 219 Ga.App. 597, 466 S.E.2d 37 (1995).

Here, there was evidence that [defendant] weighed little more than the
combined weight of her dogs, on at least one other occasion she had lost
control of both dogs and that on the prior occasion a neighbor had to
intervene to prevent injury to another person.  Additionally, [defendant]
knew that Lacy [defendant’s dog] still had a lot of energy when they left the
dog park and she testified that Lacy was “usually calm and not aggressive”
“unless Lacy saw a dog that she wanted to play with.”  Nevertheless,
[defendant] attempted to leave the dog park with both dogs while Teddy
[plaintiff’s dog] was present.  On these facts, it is for the jury to determine
whether [defendant] acted with “that entire want of care which would raise
the presumption of conscious indifference to consequences.”80  

On the other hand, in Powell v. Ferreira,81 the Court affirmed partial summary

judgment on the issue of punitive damages where the defendants knew their dog had

bitten another child about two years earlier, and took subsequent precautions to keep

the dog inside their home.  In Powell, there was evidence that defendants discouraged

visitors and kept the dog closed off in another room on those occasions when visitors

were invited to the home.

Contrary to Parsons, the evidence here shows the defendants exercised at
least some degree of care to confine the dog in their house, and keep it
closed off in another room when they knew a non-family member was
present.  Though the defendants’ lack of strict control over access to the
house by non-family members may have amounted to negligence, even
gross negligence, it is not evidence of wilful misconduct or an entire want
of care necessary to create a genuine issue with respect to punitive
damages.82

Again, in Rowlette v. Paul,83 the Court affirmed a grant of summary judgment as

to the entire case, including punitive damages, despite the fact that “Flash” had
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84Rowlette, 219 Ga.App. at 599.  It would seem more prudent to “let sleeping dogs lie.”

85Rowlette may well have turned out differently had the Court utilized the “superior knowledge of
the dog’s temperament” test articulated a few years later in Supan v. Griffin, 238 Ga.App. 404, 519 S.E.2d
22 (1999).

86Johnston v. Warendh, 252 Ga.App. 674, 556 S.E.2d 867 (2001) (Affirming (1) grant of partial
summary judgment as to vicious propensity, scienter, and punitive damages, and (2) denial of summary
judgment as to local ordinance violation).

87Phiel v. Boston, 262 Ga.App. 814, 817, 586 S.E.2d 718 (2003) (Directed verdict affirmed as to
punitive damages and vicious propensity; however, directed verdict on local ordinance violation reversed).

88Weinstein v. Holmes, 344 Ga.App. 391, 395-396, 810 S.E.2d 320 (2018) (Prior aggression nearly
resulting in injury, coupled with defendant being physically over-matched by her own dogs, and
defendant’s knowledge that her dog still had a lot of energy at time of encounter– and could be aggressive
when playing with other dogs– were sufficient facts to send punitive damages issue to jury).

previously bitten the defendant’s uncle in the buttocks.  Significantly, biting the uncle’s

buttocks was the only prior act of aggression committed by Flash.  In addition, the uncle

had been dressed in work clothes from the local rock quarry, had on a white dust mask

and hat, and had “surprised the sleeping dog by banging on the back porch.”84  Although

this prior bite tore the uncle’s pants, it did not require medical attention.85  

In Johnston v. Warendh,86 the Court affirmed a grant of partial summary

judgment on vicious propensity and punitive damages where vicious propensity and

defendants’ knowledge thereof were not supported by the evidence.  Similarly, the Court

affirmed summary judgment as to punitive damages in Phiel v. Boston87 due to

plaintiff’s failure to prove a prior bite, vicious propensity, or defendant’s knowledge

thereof.  

As a result, it appears that proof of defendant’s knowledge of at least one other

prior similar event– plus some additional facts demonstrating an awareness that the

defendant’s current actions are likely to place others at risk– would be necessary to

survive summary judgment on the issue of punitive damages.88  Better yet, two or more
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89Parsons, 161 Ga.App. at 724.

90Webster v. Boyett, 269 Ga. 191, 496 S.E.2d 459 (1998).

91Webster is mandatory reading with regard to punitive damage procedural issues.

prior instances, coupled with defendant’s knowledge thereof, should ensure that the

issue of punitive damages will go to the jury.89  It stands to reason that multiple prior

violations of the local leash law would be treated similarly.

B. Trials - Bifurcated vs. Trifurcated Procedure

Although not a dog bite case, the Supreme Court in Webster v. Boyett addressed

the timing of admission of prior and subsequent similar act evidence to support liability

for punitive damages under the bifurcated proceeding mandated by O.C.G.A. § 51-12-

5.1(d).90  The Court also addressed the concept of trifurcated proceedings in punitive

damage trials in Webster.91  

Many of the issues raised in Webster are not a concern in dog bite cases.  For

example, proof of prior similar acts must be established during the liability phase of a

dog bite trial where the plaintiff seeks to recover under the “prior bite” rule.  Thus, there

is no undue prejudice in admitting this evidence during the first (liability) phase of a

bifurcated proceeding since the evidence is directly relevant to the dog owner’s prior

knowledge of vicious propensity.  Similarly, there is no need to ever trifurcate a dog bite

case since the prejudicial evidence of prior similar acts is relevant not only to punitive

damages, but to liability under the “prior bite” rule– thus necessitating admission

during the first phase of trial and eliminating any need for a trifurcated proceeding. 

Accordingly, in a “vicious propensity” dog bite trial involving punitive damages,

liability for both compensatory and punitive damages should be decided in the first
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92O.C.G.A. § 51-12-5.1(e),(f)&(g).

phase, together with a determination of the amount of compensatory damages.  In the

second phase, the amount of punitive damages should be determined.

C. The Punitive Damages Cap

Punitive damages in Georgia are capped at $250,000, with three (3) categories of

exceptions to this cap: (1) cases of product liability; (2) tort cases where “the defendant

acted, or failed to act, with the specific intent to cause harm,” and (3) where the

defendant was under the influence of alcohol or drugs at the time of the commission of

the tort.92  As a result, any award of punitive damages in a dog bite case will be subject to

the punitive damage cap of $250,000 absent extenuating circumstances involving

“specific intent to cause harm” or “alcohol or drugs.”

III. CONCLUSION

As Georgia dog bite jurisprudence continues to evolve, dog bite cases will

continue to provide fact-intensive challenges to the practitioner seeking to establish

liability.  As the dog bite case is worked up, careful attention should be paid to facts and

circumstances which may warrant punitive damages.  Not only will this focus make or

break the case for punitive damages, it remains critical in establishing the defendant’s

knowledge of the dog’s vicious propensity in cases where liability is based upon the “first

bite” rule.  As the incidence of serious injury from dog attacks continues to rise, punitive

damages will remain an important tool to deter irresponsible dog ownership and the

increasing danger of unprovoked attacks on Georgia’s citizens.
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